The View into the Open *) –
- This time not as a category of Art but as art of Politics.
Daily I open the News-Paper , look at the TV-News ; and I look in Childrens
eyes: twisted at the effort, sad, full of tears , fearful hoping.
“Small adversities : Who perceive this, he can help children” so in
modification of a known citation of Janusz Korczak (vgl. ‘Who can educate
children?’, in: Sämtliche Werke, Bd.9, S.435)

Awareness is an event, which at our senses assemble pictures in our brain,
computes them with the sum of our available informations, and create so a
truth, which includes a stimulative nature. This as citicens of a modern
democratic state under the rule of law asks us more to take action than these
tireing daily announced ideas of actions by politicians for structure measures,
national, Europe-wide, UN-wide ; which erverytime are too late and includes
despairation to gain the upper-hand about the situations.
For not to be misunderstood: the democratic elected members of parliament,
official functionalists, executive persons (not this ones, who yell out weekly
their misunderstanding ‘imperative mandate’ sentence ‘they are the people’)
sometimes are insufficient thinking and doing; fellow man must be
supported to transfer political ideas in political actions , how ever it will be a
painful slow process!
But children eyes are more : a roof over the head, dry clothes and shoes,
warmth, and the learning support for these mostly really new life-situation of
the children and their parents needs money.
Seventy years after liberation of fascism I read: “Every five seconds dies a
child” (Jean Ziegler: Wir lassen sie verhungern, btb 2013, München), and shortly later:
“Every child which today dies by hunger has been murdered” (vgl. Frankfurter
Rundschau 5.5.2015, Steven Geyer: Das Recht der 99 Prozent) - to say nothing of the
uncounted children, which directly murdered worldwide : through barrelbombs, by ideological-religious be-blinds at the escape in search for a
humane life; and – even in our ‘western’ societies –through the own parents!
Katja Tichomirowa writes (1.6.2015 Frankfurter Rundschau: Zwischen den Fronten) :
„The passed year had been extrem difficult for children in conflict regions
(which now we see are all over the world) the report of UNICEF says: round
230 million girls and boys worldwide grow up in war and crisis-regions. 30
millions are with their parents or alone in escape from terror and violence…

UNICEF demands us for more engagement for refugee-children and take
everyone of us in duty to absorbe them well.
Instead its bare of every understanding : refugees – human beings, which
wants to find reception in Germany (or elsewhere) are confronted with an
furious mob, who wish them to hell ; during the police , who is there to
protect them, says ‘its not an pogrom-atmosphere. How we should
understand these hateful yelling against refugees? As an expression of
deepest sorrows? And how we explain to an (refugee-)child, what makes the
yelling crowd so furious?”
Looking for answer a’la Korczak: After the human catastrophes of the last
100 years there are everytime attempts to create human regulations among
mankind. Our today United Nations are constructed out of national categories
of the past. What should be if we construct it at childrens categories = human
search for answers to questions like “Do Your parents weep also when You
will be shot?” Where is the plenum of the UN in which independent from
yesterday constructs like the ‘security-council’ (security of whom?) ad hoc is
able to come together, and the world-community appointed their members to
step up against the barbarians at the ‘global village’ on a subject, where it
will hit everytime at the organized capitalism –the money- and stop any
financial transactions in contact and between these barbarians ?
The children of the world needs the money that the barbarians steel from
them!
“It is a social-scissor which at the end will hurt all of us. In Germany only
could increase the 100 super-rich persons according to ‘Manager Magazin’
their fortune within 12 month to 336,6 billions Euro. Redistribution is
maybe a too nasty word , but how it could be with sharing ? (K.-H.Karisch in
Frankfurter Rundschau 1.11.2013) .

Lets make clear : today a lot of these from us recognized children and
youngsters had no school-experiences since four and a half years. Learning
happens in all-day-war-life , and war is everytime a wrong inhuman teacher.
What are our often implored ‘values’, which the European (value-)Union
hide so perfect ? “What is with the values, which are not bargained at the
stock exchange?” (so former German President Johannes Rau asked once).
Korczak gives a central important answer: “Children will not become human
beings, just they are ones!” So human rights are children rights. And its true:
either central human standards in a human society goes without saying or it is
futile to impart them by cognition. Also the sentence is true from Antoine de
Saint Exuperie: “You will see well only with Your heart”.

There, where members of the German Janusz Korczak Society , of the
International Korczak Association, can subsidise children directly, I wish to
encourage them to do this offensively – even against expelled mis-/non-/
understanding for the fact “we must clear a lane for the human factor, cause
from law-fetishism there is a direct way to concentration camps Auschwitz
and Buchenwald” (Fritz Bauer, the former general attorney of federal state Hessen in
Germany 1963).

This many hundred millions of human beings, especially the small ones,
which are abandoned the murder worldwide through hunger and war, they
have to rely on our wholeheartedly solidarity.
Take it to our hearts, what Mercedes Sosa begged for in her wonderful song:
Solo le pida a Dios
Que el dolor no me indiferente
Que la reseca muerte no me encuentre
Vacia y sola, sin haber
Hecho lo suficiente.
Only one I begged from God
That the pain should not let me indifferent
And that the pale death do not
Find me alone and empty, without I have done
What had been nessesary.
“What You have done one of my minor brothers, You have done to me”.
Vamos: “Change the world”
( so the title of the newest book from Jean Ziegler., Bertelsmann Verlag 2014)
*) so the title of the annual meeting of the International Korczak Association 2015 , 21st Nov.15
Munich; here this text first published
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Fin ; Klaus-Peter Krahl , Member of the council of German Janusz Korczak Society ; Nov.2015

